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Abstract: A dynamic game framework is put forward to derive the system optimum strategy
for a network of cooperative vehicles interacting at a merging bottleneck with simplified vehicle
dynamics model. Merging vehicles minimize the distance travelled on the acceleration lane in
addition to the same cost terms of the mainline vehicles, taking into account the predicted
reaction of mainline vehicles to their merging actions. An optimum strategy is found by
minimizing the joint cost of all interacting vehicles while respecting behavioral and physical
constraints. The full dynamic game is cast as a set of sub-problems regularly expressed as
standard optimal control problems that can be solved efficiently. Numerical examples show the
feasibility of the approach in capturing the nature of conflict and cooperation during the merging
process.

Keywords: Dynamic game, cooperative vehicles, optimal control, cooperative lane change,
traffic flow

1. INTRODUCTION

The societal and economical impact of traffic conges-
tion and accidents has encouraged the development of
automated driving systems, where planning, design, and
deployment of such systems face new challenges every-
day (Hanappe et al., 2018). In particular, when multiple
vehicles interact, the problem of decision-making under
competition and cooperation with multiple players ap-
pears, especially at network discontinuities such as high-
way on-ramps (Rios-Torres and Malikopoulos, 2017b). In
order to optimize the utility of the road network at merges,
vehicular flow control has been proposed on the infras-
tructure side via ramp metering and variable speed limits
strategies (Papageorgiou et al., 2003).

Several strategies were reported to deal with merging
situation, most of which act on the longitudinal speed
regulation. Ntousakis et al. (2016) proposed an optimal
acceleration trajectory planing method for merging vehi-
cles, relying on a passing order decided by a higher decision
layer. A specific trajectory design is proposed and fuzzy
controllers were used as regulation strategies in (Milanés
et al., 2011). Ge and Murray (2019) used control improvi-
sation to synthesize lane change policies for an automated
vehicle in various traffic conditions. The scalability of this
approach to multiple CAVs remains an open question. For
a more complete literature review on this topic, we refer
the reader to Rios-Torres and Malikopoulos (2017a).

? This work has received funding from the EU Horizon 2020 research
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The merge situation can be seen as a negotiation process
between vehicles on the main carriageway and vehicles on
the on-ramp willing to join the highway (See Fig. 1). Wang
et al. (2015) proposed a game theoretical framework where
interacting CAVs predictively determine discrete desired
lane sequences and continuous accelerations to minimize a
cost function reflecting undesirable future situations. The
computational load of this approach makes the real-time
application a daunting task. Fabiani and Grammatico
(2018) also considered a similar approach where the con-
straints of the changing lane are formulated as a Mixed
Logical Dynamical (MLD) model introduced by Bempo-
rad and Morari (1999) and the final control problem is
cast via Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). The
framework assumes non-cooperative nature of automated
vehicles.

This paper puts forward a dynamic game framework
to derive system optimum strategies for a network of
cooperative vehicles interacting at a merging bottleneck.
Cooperative vehicles on the highway mainline seek optimal
strategies (i.e. whether and when to perform courtesy
lane change to facilitate the merging vehicle) to minimize
their cost, which penalizes deviations from their desired
driving conditions while taking into account the predicted
action of merging vehicles. An optimum strategy is found
by minimizing the joint cost of interacting vehicles while
respecting behavioral and physical constraints. Properties
of the games and existence of solutions will be provided in
this work.

To solve the problem, a simplified discrete formulation of
longitudinal vehicle dynamics is formulated. The longi-



tudinal model is distributed, e.g. only interacting under
predecessor-follower topology, and can be easily adapted
to capture platooning systems dynamics. The full dynamic
game is then cast as a set of sub-problems regularly ex-
pressed as standard optimal control problems that can
be solved by mixed-integer quadratic/linear programming.
Several examples at simulation level show the feasibility of
the approach in capturing the nature of cooperation.

The operational assumptions and problem setup are ex-
plained with more detail in Section 2, then the model
including longitudinal and lateral dynamics is explained
in Section 3. The lane change decision action is cast as a
dynamic game in Section 4. Section 5 details the approach
to solve the merging problem with numerical examples in
Section 6.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper we consider the situation shown in Fig. 1.
Let V = {1, . . . , n} be a group of CAV traveling along
a road infrastructure composed by specific lanes labeled
σ = {1, 2, 3} ∈ N from right two left. Let denote σi(k) the
lane occupied by vehicle i at a specific instant of time k.
Two vehicles i, j traveling in different lanes σi 6= σj are
going to perform a merging negotiation at a current time
k0 in a time horizon of N steps.

Two dimensions of maneuvers are possible in this case.
First, as shown in Fig. 1a the i-th vehicle in the platoon
can modify its lateral position (in discrete lanes) to a new
state σi(k) = σi(k0)+1, while other vehicles in the platoon
will keep the same position σi−(k) = σi−(k0) ∀ i− ∈ I \ i.
In this case, a lateral decision operates over the vehicle i.
A second situation can be envisaged as shown in Fig. 1b,
the decision is taken at the level of the longitudinal control
where a vehicle i performs a maneuver to pass vehicle j
or yields in courtesy to open a gap where the j vehicle
will insert in front of vehicle i. Control maneuvers for this
situation can be designed under knowledge of the state of
the inserting vehicle j (Duret et al., 2019). In this case a
longitudinal decision operates over vehicle i.

The decision-making and control system follows a hi-
erarchical setting, where the decision-making module is
placed on top of a motion control module (Duret et al.,
2019). This decision-making is based on a dynamic game
framework (Wang et al., 2015). It takes into account the
current state information of the dynamic driving envi-
ronment, which consists of surrounding cooperative/non-
cooperative vehicles. The interacting vehicles negotiate
and jointly decide whether and when to change lane to op-
timize a joint cost/payoff function, taking into account the
dynamic process as a response to the lane change actions.
The control problem can be cast as follows: Determine the
lateral optimal control strategy such that a joint payoff/cost
for vehicle i and j is maximized/minimized.

3. HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SYSTEM DYNAMICS

3.1 Longitudinal dynamics

The headway space and longitudinal position for vehicle i
are considered as:

σi(k)

(a) Lateral control maneuver

pi(k)

(b) Longitudinal control maneuver

Fig. 1. Control actions for cooperative lane change ma-
neuvers. In this case the red CAV illustrates two
behaviors to open gaps for the inserting vehicle in
green

si(k + 1) = si(k) + (vl(k)− vi(k)) ∆t

pi(k + 1) = pi(k) + vi(k)∆t
(1)

where k ∈ Z+ denotes the discrete time index and ∆t
is the time step size. The collection p, s,v ∈ Rn denote
vehicle’s position, the headway space and the longitudinal
speed respectively. Let define the error

ev0,i(k) = v0,i − vi(k) (2)

evl,i(k) = vl(k)− vi(k) (3)

where v0,i denotes the desired speed of vehicle i and the
subscript l ∈ V ∪{j} denotes the index of the direct leader
of vehicle i.

A feedback control law can be formulated as:

vi(k + 1) = k0e
v
0,i(k) + kle

v
l,i(k) (4)

k0, kl are feedback gains for the errors to the desired speed
and the predecessor speed respectively.

The vehicle dynamics are subject to the following linear
constraints:

amin∆t ≤ vi(k + 1)− vi(k) ≤ amax∆t (5)

vmin ≤ vi(k) ≤ vmax (6)

si(k) ≥ vi(k)tmin + s0 (7)

where tmin denotes the minimum time gap between two
vehicles on the same lane. s0 denotes the minimum spacing
between two vehicles. (7) states that any leader-follower
space headway should keep some safe distance at any time
instant k. amin, amax, vmin, vmax represent boundaries in
acceleration and speed correspondingly.

We choose (2) to capture the heterogeneous choice of
desired speed by system users, while acknowledging that
this is not the unique model for CAV platoons. If we use
the gap error:

esi (k + 1) = si(k)− vi(k)td − s0

vi(k + 1) = kse
s
i (k) + kle

v
l,i(k)



where td denotes the desired time gap of ACC/CACC
systems and ks denotes the feedback gain. The model can
describe CACC platoon dynamics with proper tuning of
feedback gains (Milanés and Shladover, 2014).

3.2 Lateral dynamics

We use the discrete lane change decision δ as the control
decision variable, δi ∈ D := {−1, 0, 1} where {−1, 0, 1} :=
{change right, no lane change, change left}. In the paper
we assume only one lane change during the prediction
horizon, but the framework is general to include multiple
lane changes in the horizon (Wang et al., 2015). This single
switch aims to reduce the computational burden of the
approach.

We use the travel lane of vehicle i, σi(k) as the discrete
state variable at time k. The dynamics of the lateral
behavior are determined by:

σi(k + 1) = σi(k) + δi(k) (8)

We assume lane change can take place as long as the gap
is sufficiently large according to (7).

3.3 Lane change and dynamic communication topology

The leader-follower pair is dynamic as a result of lane
changes for the group of n CAVs. Let a graph G = {V, E},
V represents the set nodes consisting in all CAVs within
the network and E = {V ×V} the set of edges representing
a relationship between leaders and followers. Then E =
{εil = 1} if vehicle l is the leader of vehicle i at specific
sample time k, 0 otherwise. The adjacency matrix of G is
concentrated in the squared matrix Ag = [εij ] . In general
thanks to the lane change model (8), the set E is dynamic
in time.

3.4 Stability of the closed loop dynamics

In the following we describe a set of characteristics of the
closed loop system, in particular the stability property.

Remark 1. (Stability of the longitudinal control). The con-
trol law (4) can verify the constraints (5),(6), (7) in a
uniform asymptotic stable setting.

Let suppose a uniform formation where the desired speeds
for all vehicles are the same and constant v0,i = v̄0. For
system (1), and combining with (4), it is possible to write
the closed loop system as:

si(k + 1) = si(k) + (vl(k)− vi(k))∆t

vi(k + 1) = k0 (v̄0 − vi(k)) + kl (vl(k)− vi(k))
(9)

Gathering all individual systems i into an algebraic equa-
tion, it can be expressed as:[

s(k + 1)
v(k + 1)

]
=

(
I (Ag − I)T
0 Kl(Ag − I)−K0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ā

(
s(k)
v(k)

)
+

(
0

K0v̄0

)

(10)
where K0,Kl, T are diagonal matrices in Rn×n with corre-
sponding elements k0, kl,∆t in their diagonal. I,0 are the
identity and the zero matrices of corresponding dimen-
sions. v̄0 ∈ Rn is the constant vector containing on each

element v̄0. Ag is the adjacency matrix of the network
topology (see 3.2).

System (10) is stable if and only if the spectral radius
ρ(Ā) ≤ 1, ρ(A) := {max |λ| : λ = eig(A)}. This condition
can be translated into ρ(Kl (Ag − I)−K0) < 1. For a single
lane, the matrix Ag− I is lower triangular by construction,
in particular, eig(Ag − I) = {0,−1}. Given the diagonal
nature of K0,KL, for stability it is necessary to guarantee
ρ(KL) < 1. Given the diagonal construction of these
matrices, then the necessary condition for stability is then
given by |kl − k0| < 1.

At same time by inserting (1) into (5)-(7) it is possible to
construct the following system of linear matrix inequalities
(LMI)s:

0 −F
0 F
0 I
0 −I

−tminI (Ag − I)


(
s(k)
v(k)

)
≤


−aminT +K0v̄0

amaxT −K0v̄0

Vmax

Vmin

s0

 (11)

Given a fixed values {kl, k0 : |kl| < 1, |kl − k0| < 1}, and
F = Kl(Ag − I)−K0 − I. All values that satisfy the LMI
(11) make the system uniformly and asymptotically stable.

4. GAME THEORETIC FORMULATION OF THE
LANE CHANGE DECISION PROBLEM

In this section we propose the dynamic game formulation
for the lane change control maneuver.

4.1 Dynamic lane change game formulation

Definition 1. (Lane change strategy). A vehicle lane
change strategy from lane σ` → σ`+ is defined as the
sequence:

ξδ =
{
σ(k0), σ(k0 + 1), . . . , σ(k0 +N − 1)

}
σ(k?) = σ`
σ(k? + 1) = σ`+

σ(k + 1) = σ(k) + δ(k),
N−1∑
k=0

|δ(k)| = 1

(12)

ξδ represents the sequence associated to a particular lat-
eral control δ(k) which induces the choice lane changing
maneuver at k? in the horizon N .

Consider the case of Fig. 2. The objective of the dynamic

2

3

p

σ

εl j

εli

εix

li

j

εi j

x

1

Fig. 2. Lane change dynamic game. The controlled CAV
in red optimizes the decision making between yielding
at the merging time and changing lane.

game is to create a decision block that considers the trade
off between two possible cases. First, the situation in which



in a finite time horizon the vehicle i performs a lane change
maneuver to create the necessary gap for insertion as
depicted in Fig. 1a and a second situation where the vehicle
j should wait for the mainline vehicle to yield the necessary
gap to so that the merging maneuver is performed without
violating constraints. The cost for each vehicle is measured
by undesirable situations:

Li(p(k),v(k), δi(k)) =β1|ev0,i(k)|+ β2|evl,i(k)| (13a)

+ β3|vi(k + 1)− vi(k)| (13b)

+ β4|σi(k)− σ∗i | (13c)

+ β5|δi(k)| (13d)

−min{0, β6(pj(k)− pj,end)}
(13e)

where βg, g ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} are the weights on different
cost terms. pj,end denotes the position of the end of a
mandatory lane change section for vehicle j. The running
cost function can be interpreted as follows:

• (13a) encourages the vehicle to travel at its desired
speed;
• The second term of (13a) encourages consensus on

speed for each leader-follower pair;
• (13b) favors smooth speed change and hence discour-

age sharp acceleration and deceleration;
• (13d) penalizes deviation from desired lane σ∗i and

the fifth term penalizes lane changes.
• (13e) penalizes potential failure for mandatory lane

change. It favours early mandatory lane changes and
increases when the distance to the end of the merging
lane pend is decreasing.

The optimal control problem can be cast as an optimiza-
tion of the running cost Li for each one of the players while
other players have already decided. A dynamic game can
be integrated within an optimal control problem where
each one of the players fixes a specific strategy in particular
for the lane change by targeting the specific value σ∗i . No-
tice that each player i has a finite number of strategies to
choose by selecting specific δi. In particular, when playing
the game in between vehicle i and vehicle j it is possible
to write the following finite horizon problem:

min
δi(·)∈D

∑
g=i,j

N−1∑
k=0

Lg (p(k), δg(k)) + Φg (p(N)), δ(N))

s.t (1),(5),(7),(6),(8)

δi(k) ∈ D = {0, 1}, only allow left lane changes
N−1∑
k=0

δi(k) ≤ 1, only allow one lane change

(14)
The objective of the former optimal control problem is to
promote the minimization of the individual costs. This is
formulated as an optimization problem, where one seeks
the optimal lane change decision trajectories for each
vehicle i in a prediction horizon N to maximize the payoff
function of the whole group. In fact each one of the player
should maximize a payoff given by:

Ji (p(k),v(k), δi(k)) = −
N−1∑
k=0

Li (p(k),v(k), δi(k)) (15)

The dynamic game entails prediction of the payoff over
a time horizon with N steps: [0, N ]. We consider N to be

sufficiently large and therefore set the terminal cost Φ = 0.
The player i will select a strategy among a finite set D of
strategies.

Let consider the vehicle i and all the possible set of finite
strategies A = {a1, a2, . . . , ar} to be chosen for the lateral
decisions. Let B = {b1, b2, . . . , bq} the possible decisions
for the j vehicle traveling in the on-ramp lane. It is worth
to remark that a vehicle i, j have at most |Ai| = |Bi| =
2N−1 possibilities to change lane during a future finite
horizon.

Definition 2. (Payoff function). Let JAi (p(k),v(k), aδ, bδ)
be the function defining the payoff after a player decides
among the set of strategies A as:

JAi (p(k),v(k), aδ, bδ) =ψi(p(N))−
N−1∑
k=0

Li(p(k), aδ, bδ)
(16)

In definition 2 Li is defined as the running cost while the
ψi is called the final cost.

Assumption 1. (Available game information). System (1)
is fixed for each participant of the game. The same as
JAi (p(k),v(k), aδ, bδ), J

B
j (p(k),v(k), aδ, bδ) and the sam-

ple time k is considered synchronous in vehicles i, j.
4.2 Properties of the dynamic lane change game

Consider the full dynamics expressed in equation (10)
jointly with (8) and enclosed in the form x(k + 1) =
f(x(k), δ(k)) = Ax(k) + Mδ(k). xT =

(
pT vT σT

)
. In

a particular case where two players are defining a game it
is possible to define split dynamics and running costs as:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +M1δ1(k) +M2δ2(k) (17)

Li(k) = Li1(x(k), δ1(k)) + Li2(x(k), δ2(k)) (18)

Remark 2. (Finding equilibrium via PMP). Let consider
the system (17) with associated running cost (18). Let
x∗(·), δ∗1(·), δ∗2(·) be respectively the trajectory and open
loop controls of two players in a Nash equilibrium. By def-
inition this two controls provide corresponding solutions
to the associated optimal control problems for each player.
Applying the Pontryagin Maximum Principle (PMP) the
following are necessary conditions for the Nash equilib-
rium (Lewis et al., 2012).

x(k + 1) = x(k) +M1δ
\
1(k) +M2δ

\
2(k) (19)

λ1(k) = Āλ1(k + 1) +∇xL11

(
x(k), δ\1(k)

)
(20)

λ2(k) = Āλ2(k + 1) +∇xL22

(
x(k), δ\2(k)

)
(21)

where
δ\1 = arg max

δ1∈D
λ1M1ω − L11(t,x, δ1)

δ\2 = arg max
δ2∈D

λ2M2ω − L22(t,x, δ2)
(22)

In order to solve the find the conditions for Nash equilib-
rium let define the Hamiltonian for the control problem
(14) based on (17),(18):

H(x(k), δ1(k), δ2(k)) =
∑
i∈I

(
Li1
(
x(k), δ1

)
Li2
(
x(k), δ2(k)

))
−

λi
(
x(k) +M1δ1(k) +M2δ2(k)

)
(23)



By considering the costate condition for λ ∈ Rn from the
PMP (Lewis et al., 2012):

λi(k) =
∂H

∂xi
=

(
∂H

∂xi

)T
λi(k + 1) +

∂L(k)

∂xi
(24)

with the final condition x(T ) = 0, then it is possible to
obtain the conditions in (20),(21). The optimal condition
is derived from the fact that for a fixed lateral control δ̄2(·),
the optimal δ1(·) can be found via

δ∗1(·) = arg min
δ1∈D

H(x(k), δ1(k), δ̄2(k)) (25)

which can be transformed into a maximization problem
where the player is maximizing the payoff function similar
to (16), leading to

δ∗1(·) = arg max
δ1∈D

−H(x(k), δ1(k), δ̄2(k)) (26)

The stationary condition is necessary for optimality then
by introducing (23) in to (26), we obtain:

0 = −∂L11(x(k), δ1(k)) + L12(x(k), δ̄2(k))

∂δ1
+

λ1

∂
(
x(k) +M1δ1(k) +M2δ̄2(k)

)
∂δ1

(27)

leading to (22). In the same way the second equation can
be obtained when the first player fixes its own strategy
to a value δ̄1 = δ∗1 . The nash equilibrium is obtained
when the payoff for player 1 is maximized 26 with the best
reply of player 2 and vice-versa (Bressan, 2010). In other
words, no player can increase his payoff by single-mindedly
changing his strategy, as long as the other player sticks to
the equilibrium strategy.

5. SOLUTION ALGORITHM

The problem formulation for this case brings inherent
complexity to the solution of the game which in fact cannot
be found in an explicit form due to the nature of the control
signal δ(k). To solve the optimal control problem (14) the
following algorithm 1 is proposed. In general the game
here presented is a non-zero sum game, and as players in
fact cooperate towards the common objective, given by the
successful lane change. On the other hand, the scalability
of this approach may suffer with long time horizons. In this
case we propose an heuristic way to solve this algorithm.
As part of future research it is desired a specific reduction
of the search space via integer programming.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

6.1 Experimental setting

To test the working of the dynamic game framework, we
conducted numerical examples. The scenario is set up
as in Fig. 2We simulate 3 vehicles, with Vehicle 2 (red)
and Vehicle 3 (turquoise) interacting with each other in
the merging section. The initial conditions are: p1(0) =
0m, p2(0) = −50m vl1(0) = vl2(0) = v1(1) = v2(0) =
30m/s, σ1(0) = σ2(0) = 2, σ3(0) = 1, σ∗2 = σ∗3 = 2 (The
desired lanes for both Vehicle 2 and Vehicle 3 are Lane
2, the right lane on the main freeway). v3(1) = 25m/s,
p3(1) = −45m for the scenario. v0 = 30m/s, vmin =
0m/s, vmax = 35m/s, amin = −5m/s2, amax = 2m/s2

β1 = 0.2, β2 = 0.2, β3 = 0.5, β4 = 5, β5 = 5, β6 = 0.05,
tmin = 0.5s.

begin
Data: Initial condition: pi(0), vi(0) ∀ i ∈ I
Result: Control input: δi(·) ∀ i
begin

Initialize δi(·) = 0, ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ [0, N − 1]
end
for each k do

for each i ∈ I, k ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1] do
for each j ∈ I, k ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1] do

Dynamic game

while Jr1 < Jr−1
1 , Jr2 < Jr−1

2 do
Fix δ̄2(·) = δ∗2
for each δ1(k) ∈ D do

Optimize
δ∗1 = arg maxδ1(k)−Lij(x, δ1, δ̄2)

end

Update Jr1 ← −Lij(x, δ∗1 , δ̄2)

Fix δ̄1(·) = δ∗1
for each δ2(k) ∈ D do

Optimize
δ∗2 = arg maxδ2(k)−Lij(x, δ̄1, δ2)

end

Update Jr2 ← −Lij(x, δ̄1, δ∗2)
end

Get equilibrium with δ\1 = δ∗1 , δ
\
2 = δ∗2

end

Evolve system (17) with δ\1(k), δ\2(k)
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: Closed loop operation for the proposed
control strategy

6.2 Scenario: delayed merge

Fig. 3. Delayed merge

Vehicle 3 is 5 meters in front of Vehicle 2 but with a slower
speed. The resulting cost of all vehicles and the cost of
Vehicle 3 and Vehicle 2 are shown in Fig. 4. Vehicle 2,
leading to a cost of 50. The overall cost is not the optimum
for the whole vehicle group. From the collective system
perspective, the best strategy is that Vehicle 2 stays in the
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Fig. 4. Overall cost for Scenario 1. ki represents the time
to change lane of vehicle i

same lane and passes vehicle 3. Vehicle 3 waits for Vehicle 2
to pass until sufficient safety gap is developed in front, and
changes lane at k = 7 second. Interestingly, if following a
first-in-first-out strategy that is widely used in cooperative
merging systems (Rios-Torres and Malikopoulos, 2017a),
it leads to the feasible strategy that is best for vehicle 3,
but not the best for the collective vehicle group.

Fig. 3 shows the system optimal solution, where the error
on desired speed ev0, speed error to predecessor evl , vehicle
speed and lane sequence are depicted. Note that the change
of increasing rate in speed for Vehicle 3 is due to fact that
before the lane change, Vehicle 3 has no leader and it only
accelerates towards the desired speed. When it changes
lane, the both the error on desired speed and speed error
to predecessor demand it to accelerate, resulting in an
increase in speed change rate.

7. CONCLUSION

We proposed a dynamic game formulation for cooperative
lane change maneuvers of automated vehicles at highway
merges. Simplified vehicle longitudinal and lateral dynam-
ics models are used to predict the system process under
different lane change strategies. The framework captures
the competitive and cooperative nature of the interactions
between the merging vehicle and the mainline vehicle, and
renders the design tractable to a range of mathematical
tools related to optimal control and integer programming.
The discrete dynamic model with control input substan-
tially reduces the computational load for the dynamic
merging game compared to previous work. Numerical ex-
amples demonstrate the potential of the approach in gen-
erating system optimum strategies as opposed to existing
non-cooperative merging algorithms.

Future research is directed to the scalability analysis of the
proposed framework and efficient solution algorithms to a
large network of cooperative vehicles and the assessment
of the effect of this framework on traffic operations.
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